
 

 

Anna University Exams Nov / Dec 2016 – Regulation 2013 
Rejinpaul.com Unique Important Questions – 3rd Semester BE/BTECH 

CS6301 Programming Data Structures -II 
Unit 1 

1. Explain concept of C++ Programming language 
2. Explain the different types of constructor with suitable examples  
3. (a)What is function overloading? Explain with an example program (b) Inline function (c)Static member (d) Static 

member function (e) default arguments (f) This pointer (g) Storage class 
4. Write a program to define a class car. It should contain Make, Color, Size and cost as data members. Write 

member functions for reading and printing values of car. Define one more class as carcollection. Carcollection 
should contain member functions as Add, Delete, and Modify. Carcollection is to be defined as friend of car 

5. Write a program to get the student details and print the same using pointers to objects and pointers to members 
of a class. Create a class student. And use appropriate functions and data members.  

6. What is friend function? What is the use of using friend functions in c++? Explain with a program 
Unit II 

1. Define a class Shape with constructor, destructor and pure virtual functions GetArea(), GetPerim() and    Draw(). 
Derive classes Circle and Rectangle from Shape." Derive another class Square from  Rectangle. Implement this 
hierarchy with essential functions and write a main. 

2. Discuss different types of inheritance supported in C++ with suitable example 
3. Discuss virtual function and virtual base class with example c++ program 
4. Explain about Unary Operator and Binary Operator Overloading with program( study Complex Numbers Program 

for binaryoperator) 
5. Define an examiner class. Provide all necessary data and function members to provide the following: The 

examiner must access answer sheets of at least one subject; He may examine answer sheets of multiple subjects; 
The examiner represents a college and also a university; Most of the examiners are local and represent local 
university; and have more than one constructor including one default and one with default argument. Provide a 
meaningful copy constructor 

6. For a supermarket, define a bill class. All the bill objects will contain bill number, name of clerk preparing the bill, 
each item with quantity and price and total amount to be paid. Total items in the bill are varying. Define dynamic 
memory allocation constructor for bill class such that any number of items from 1 to 50 can be accommodated in 
a single bill. There is an array describing each item with a price. The price is to be picked up from that array. Now 
overload = operator and provide reason for the need of such operator 

7. What are abstract classes? Give an example (with the program) to illustrate the use of abstract classes 
8. Define a student class. Inherit that into MCAStudent class and NonMCAStudent. MCAStudents inherits into 

GLSSTudents and NonGLSStudents. A function ShowPracticalHours can only be applied to MCAStudents. We have 
a base class Student pointer to a GLSStudent object. Use dynamic_cast ti check that NonMCAStudents do not 
ShowPracticalHours 

Unit III 
1. Explain exception Explain how the control is transferred and handled in C++ with an example programs 
2. Explain standard template library with example C++ program 
3. Write a program to read a string to store it in a file, and read the same string from the file to display it on the 

output device 
4. Explain the file handling techniques with an example 
5. Describe the templates and its types(Class Template & Function template With Example Program) 

Unit IV 

1. Write about binomial heap and Fibonacci heap with examples  

2. Discuss Splay tree with its properties 



 

 

3. What is as Red-Black tree? Mention the properties that a Red-Black tree holds. Construct a red black tree with the 
following 10,85,15,70,20,60,30,50,65,80,90,40,5,55 

4. What are AVL Trees? Describe the different rotations defined for AVL Tree Construct AVL Tree for the following 
after rotation. Insert the elements into different   empty AVL Tree and Perform rotation (a) Insert 12, 4, 8   (b) 
Insert 14, 12, 21, 18, 25, 44   (c) Insert 12, 44, 18 

5. Construct a B-Tree with order m=3 for the key values 2,3,7,9,5,6,4,8,1 and delete the values 4 and 6.Show the tree 
in  performing all operations 

Unit V 

1. Explain various graph traversal algorithm with example 

2. Explain about prim’s and kruskal’s algorithms  with examples(Study Graph Problem Also) 

3. Explain Warshall’s algorithm 

4. Explain breadth first search algorithm for the traversal of any graph with suitable examples 

5. Explain the dijikstra’s  algorithm. Find the shortest path using Dijkstra’s algorithm for a graph(Study Graph Based 
Problem ) 

Part C 
1. Study B Trees For adding and deleting values from the key 
2. For Red-Black tree - perform insertion operation 
3. AVL tree inserting various elements in a tree 
4. Overloading stream insertion and stream extraction operators 
5. Study program related to pointers & Program related to files 

 
All the Best for Exams 
Questions Are Expected for University Exams This May or may Not Be Asked for Exams 
Please do not Copy (or) Republish This Questions, Students if You Find the Same Questions in Other Sources, Kindly report 
us to rejinpaulteam@gmail.com 

 



 

 

 


